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a ha wk which menaces his chickens he may save the chickens, but
he may be . making trouble for
himself in another direction. At
the recent meeting of national
Audubon s o c i eties in New York
it was . pointed
out that while
the hawk may
seize . an occasional chicken, it
is on the watch
all summer for
mice and other
small r o de n ts
which prey on
the farmer's
Davies
.
crops, and it is
these and not chickens which provide the bulk of its food.

get rid of the canker worm. · Then
the starling was introduced to get
rid of the sparrow. Now nobody
knows what can be done to get rid
of the starling.
:iic

* *

A SIMILAR PROBLEM WAS
created by the introduction of rabbits into Australia, after which the
Australians sperlt millions in an effort fo get rid o{ the animals. I
have seen nothing for some time
about the plague of rabbits in Australia. Perhaps efforts to make the
rabbit a commercial asset by marketing its canned meat and · its
hides have solved the problem. It
is not long since the rabbit problem assumed important proportions in California, but I have
heard nothing of it lately. ·
r
1

* * *·

BUT WHEN WE PURSUE THE
subject a step further we find that
the pollenization, and hence the
productivity of many species of
plants is directly dependent on the
insects which distribute pollen in
their -eearch for food, so, after all,
perhaps we should leave the hawks
alone. It is all as puzzling and complicated as the ~tory of the old
woman and the pJg which wouldn't
go over the stile, and when the
stick began to beat the d~g and
the d~g began t~ bite the pig, and
so o~, everything worked out
charmingly.

-SOME EARLY ARRIVALS IN
the northwest brought with them
a few dandelion seeds and planted them so that the pretty yellow
flower~ might mak,~. the new pl~ce
look hke home.
as Al Sm th
remarked on a ~~cent occasion,
"See wh8:t we got!:, l suppose nobody ~ehberately imported potato
bugs mto North Dakota. They
d. d 't
ith th fir t otatoes
i n come w
.e
s P
,
but they followed m short order. I
g~ew several. crops of potatoes
without the sign of. a bug, but the
imm~nity lasted only . a few_years.
Also m the east people had gr~wn
potatoes for s~veral generations
before bugs appeared. Now · :they
are everywhere.
* Mu c H ABOUT
WE HEAR
maintaining the balance established by nature, but man's entire existence involves constant interference with the operations of nature. Nature, undirected, never
would have produced a head of
wheat or an ear of corn. Man, inquisitive and meddlesome, interfer.;.
ed with the natural development of
native grasses and caused them to
produce something that nature
never intended, and now that he
had developed grains and fruits
and new strains of animal Hf e he
is engaged in a constant .struigle
to prevent nature from filling his
fields with weeds and reducing his
prize Qeef cattle to something resembling the original scrub stock.

AT THE AUDUBON MEETING
it _was brought out, also, that the
balance established by nature can·
not safely be disturbed by the introduction of new species. The
·E nglish sparrow, it was recalled,
imported into this country to

ALSO, WE HAVE NO EVIidence that nature intended men
to wear clothes, or live in houses,
or build railroads, or eat just
three meals a day, or write newspaper columns. It's all an artificial
life, hut not a bad one at that.

* * *

NATURE MAY BE SAID TO
be in a state of unstable equilibrium the delicate balance of which is
disturbed at every moment and by
almost every conceivable act.
Thus while the hawk destroys
. '
.
mice and mice . destroy vegetation,
there was pubhshed not long ago
an article by some authority on
natural history setting forth the
benefits which mice confer on
farmers and others by destroying
immense quantities of bugs, larvae
and 80 forth which they store up
their burrows for food. Thus,
from that standpoint· it might be
better to shoot the hawks, in order that the mice may dispose of
the bugs.

in

* * *

* * *
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* *
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which Sir Arthur Sullivan supplied
the music, was
b o r n November
18, 1836, and in
this centen'n ial
year there · are
being revived recollections of the
two men from
from whose collaboration t h e
world has been
given , so much of
wholesome entertainment.
After
that association
had been . con'
Davies
ti nu e d for 14
\
years, and when
it appeared that the very summit
of success had been reached, the
two friends and fellow artists
quarreled· and for two or three
y~ars lived and worked apart.

ter was so crowded , nightly that no
one could possibly tell or care a jot .
how the floor was covered. Mr. Gilbert thought. it was a sheer waste
of money. He was then politely
reminded that by the terms of
their partnership agreemen he had
no voice in the matter. Whereupon
our author waxed exceeding wrath,
went to law against his old friend
and comrades, and, parting .company with the Savoyards, formed a
troupe of. clever "Mountebanks·',
and became their chief conjointly
with one of the most delightful of
Bohemians, most amiable of men
and most charming of composerswhose name wa~ Alfres Cellier."

*· * *

SEPARATED, NEITHER GILbert nor Sullivan achieved· much
success.. In abou.t two years they
became reconciled and scored another triumph with "Utopia,'' in .
which those two sturdy English- ·
men satirized some of England's
most familiar customs and cher*
*
ished traditions. The renewed
0. 0~ M'INTYRE QUOTES AN friendship remained unbroken unold Savoyard - a member of the til death.
company at the .old Savoy theateras saying that the two notables MY. FRIEND DUANE SQUIRES,
quarreled over a "fourteen-dollar professor of history at Colby Jured carpet." Cunningham Bridge- nior college, New London, New
man, who, as conductor of the Sa- Hampshire, watchful for anything
voy orchestra, was intimately as- that might interest readers of The
sociated for years with Gilbert, Her.ald, noted the account of the
Sullivan and the producer of their death of Lady Dufferin which was
operas, Richard D'Oyly Carte, gives mentioned in this column a few
the following account of that quar- days ago, and gives some additionrel in his book of Gilbert and Sul- al details as follows:
livan reminiscences:
*
"THE MARQUESS. OF DUF"IT APPEARS THAT MR. D'- ferin was governor-general of CanOyly Carte, as duly authorized ada in the late 1870's. In connection
business manager of the firm, con- with his duties he determined to
ceived it to be,. not only politic,' but visit the new province of Manitoright and proper, to minister to ba. The C. P .. R. was not yet ready,
the comfort of his cUents through so he had, to make the journey by
wliose patronage and support their way of the U. S. A. He left Ottawa
business had thrived so remarkab- and came by way of Sarnia, .Dely. Accordingly ·Mr. Carte purchas- troit and Chicago to St. · Paul. He
1
ed, with sundry other items of fur- and his · party reached the latter
niture for the 1;enewa1 and ·repair point on August 1, 1877. They left
of the theater, a carpet. The car- on the evening of August 3 for
pet, et cetera, were in · the usual Fisher's Landing. ·Embarking at
course charged tQ . the joint ac- that place on the steamer, "Mincount.
nesota," on the ·morning of August
*
4, they started north. They stopped
'!SIR ARTHUR S0~IVAN, ON briefly at Grand Forks on the 4th,
: his part, raised no objection to the and were at Pembina the next day.
outlay, and, for the sake o! peace, On the 6th they reached Winnipeg.
did his utmost ·to persuade' Mr. Gil* * *
i bert to take ·a similar· view of the
"I BELIEVE THAT ON THIS
matter. But Mr. Gilbert remained visit the Marquess drove a spike on
obdurate to such lavish expendit- the Pembina branch of the C. P. R.
ure. He was of the opinion that a Anyway, his visit to ·Grand Forks
new carpet, costing U.40 ($700), was quite an event: so the .. record
would not draw an extra sixpence suggests. And now, in 1936, his
into the · exchecquer, that the t-hei- widow has just sfied!"

*

* * *

* ·* *·

* *

* *

TO ANYONE WHO LIVED IN APPLES WERE STORED IN
southern Michigan, southern On- the cellar in barrels or bins, but
tario or western New York fifty Pthlte. writer's father burled his in a
Straw was used to line the
or sixty years ago I commend an pit and cover the apples. Then
Jlrticle in the No- there was a covering of earth and
vember Atlantic last and best one of snow ' ahd
entitled "A~. Ap- from that saf~ storage the ~6ples
ple a Day, by w.ere brought forth cold and crisp,
Della T. Lutes. to be eaten on winter nights by
The article may the kitchen fire with a jug of cider
perhaps be read and a plate of friedcakes perhaps
with equal enjoy- to the accompaniment of a game
ment by those of pitch or Euchre. She asks
reared elsewhere, "Who could ask for better enterNew England, for tainment ?" and there is no anI n s t an c e. For swer.
them I am not
* * WRITER
*
q u a l if l e d to
THE ATLANTIC
HAS
speak, for I no happy recollections of dried
know neither the apples. She calls the dried apple
character of their "a withered, soulless substitute"
Davies
climate nor the for the real thing. Certainly dried
quality of their apples, but south- apples do not compare with fresh,
ern Michigan, of whose apples but when they are made from good
Miss or Mrs. Lutes writes ls right stock, juicy Pippins, for example,
next door to my old home, and not too ripe, they were, as the
in the very center of what is, or lady's motner insisted and her fawas, the apple belt of the con- ther denied, much better than
tinent.
nothing.

*

*

I AM AWARE* THAT APPLES
are grown elsewhere, Virginia, for
example, produce some that are relished by European epicures. And
the Pacific coast yields some that
are beauties-to look at. But a
real apple country must have something more than just apples. It
must have the climate to go with
them, and the combinatio~ of appies and climate which we had in
Michigan, Ontario and New York
was one to make a youngster feeJ
that life was worth living.

* * *

THE ATLANTIC WRITEF
knows her apples, all of them. She
tells us of the Early Harvest ap•
ple, the first to ripen, with a yellow skin, clear and transparent,
with flesh juicy and tender. It
was of those apples, plucked rather green, that the first dried-apple
pie of the season was made, startIng a succession of joyous experiences that lasted through the fall
and winter and into late spring.

* * *

THEN IN TURN CAME THE
Early Astrachan, wearing "a Roman veil of crimson stripes over a
yellow slip, all mlstes in bluish
bloom." The Seek-No-Further, the
several varieties of Pippins, of
which her favorite seems to have
been the Greasy Pippin, with a
skin which now would in politeness be called waxy, several varieties of sweet apples, better baked
than raw, the Snow apple, with a
rich red skin and \mre white flesh,
followed by the late fa]] varieties
such as Greenings, Russets and
Baldwins. These are but some of
the varieties which she enumerates, and she has loving words for
them alL

* * *

THE APPLE INDUSTRY OF
that section had suffered. Many of
the old orchards are gone. Some
new ones have been planted, but a
severe winter a few years ago
played havoc with many of the
trees. The orchards which I knew
best are all gonq and in their
place are open fields. That makes
it hard on an occasional visit to
reconstruct the picture of trees
loaded with fruit and of all that
was associated with apples. It is
easier to do the reconstructing
many hundreds of miles away.

*

*

*

WHETHER OR N O T THE
king marries the lady' is none of I
my affair, but it is reported that
the sisters-in-law don't like the
idea. Ther~ arise ticklish questions of precedence, as important
as whether Dolly Gann or Princess
Alice should have the seat of honor
at the table. The Duchesses of
York and of Devonshire are daughters of ancient Scottish noble famllies, and the idea of paying obeisa.nee to a mere commoner, and an
American, at that, is one which
provokes the aristocratic soul to
wrath.

* * IS SOMESCOTTISH* DIGNITY
thing not to be trifled with. Years
ago the Princess Louise, daughter
of Queen Victoria, married the
marquis of Lorne, eldest son of the
duke of Argyll. The duke's retainers were greatly pleased with the
match, but they saw in it nothing
of condescension on the part '·o f the
royal family. Quite the contrary.
On the day of the marriage a fine
old Scotswoman remarked: ''Ab,
it'll a proud woman her majesty
will be this day!" And why not? .

AN ECHO FROM OLD DAYS betting. . In addition to the risk of ·I
in the theater comes in the form losing the bet, there is the pros. of a decision by a New York court pect of being required to refund
that the wife who is able to do so in case of winning. The obvious
must support her moral is to bet with no one who
indigent husband is not solvent and whose credit
and that if the standing is not good. At that rate
wife receives a it will soon be unsafe to bet at all.
s u b s t antial be*
*
,
quest of mo:r:iey
MEMBERS OF THE AMERIshe must restore can Institute of Physics at Philat O t h e S tat e delphia were scolded by one of
money paid out their number for wasting their
of public- funds energies on atoms and · 200-inch
for the husband's telescopes while leavipg unsolved
maintenance af- such problems as providing proper
ter her receipt of housing for the poor. At the same
the ' legacy.
In meeting there was described a dethe case report- vice for measuring the intensity of
ed Mrs. Isabel neutron beams in biological experiStapleton was or- ments. To the first speaker meadered to pay to suring the intensity of neutron
the commissioner of public welfare beams might seem of as little im$120 which had been paid to her portance as tinkering with atoms
husband after she had received and big telescopes, but back of the
a legacy of $29,000 left by her neutron experiments is the hope
uncle, Frand Daniels. Daniels, a .that the beams, when better underveteran actor, died in January, stoon, may be useful in copibaUng
1935. He was one of the best- cancer. It is difficult to determine
known comedians of his day. ·He just wp.at bit of knowledge may or
was well known in Grand Forks, may not prove valuable. There is
where he played in a number of always the possibility,. as Farady
musical comedies, "The Idol's said, that it may be taxed, and
Eye" being the one · that comes to .that's something, in these days.
mind at the moment. He was a
*
midget of a man, and he made
THE WEATHEE, PROPHETS
his small stature contribute greatly who told us several weeks ago that
to his success as an entertainer.
election day would be fine were
right.
Those who said the day
HIS .NIECE, MRS. STAPLE- would be cold and stormy were
ton, is a former actress now 61 also right. It was fine in some
years old. John Stapleton, her bus- parts of the country and stormy ·in
ba'n d, died about a month ago at others.
the age of 73. He had been a sue* *
cessful playwright, one of his
ONE OF THE WILDEST ELECworks being "A Bachelor's Honey- tion days in North Dakota was that
moon," which was one of the most of 1918. A blizzard raged through
popular comedies of its day. He the preceding night and most of
also rewrote "The Clansman,'' the election day, so that rpads all over
stage version of Dixon's novel, up- the state were blocked and thouon which the famous :motion pie- sands of voters were unable to get
ture, "The Birth of· a Nation'' was to the polls. Wires were down and
founded. Still later he was state communication of all kinds was
director for Kirke La.Shelle. Yet cut off. Only· the mos~ . meagre rethis man, most of whose life had turns were available on election
been passed in an atmosphere of night, and it was days before many
artistic success, died a pensioner of the remote precincts reported.
I on public bounty.
.
*
*
THAT WAS A TENSE PERIOD.
ACCORDING TO NEW YORK The army was in France, · the
·Jaw a man who wins money from armistice was impending, a bit·- another in a bet may be required terly fought election campaign was
to turn it over to the loser's ere- closing, and half the population
ditors. That redoubles ,t he risk of was laid up with flu.
·

*

* *

*·

* *

I

I

*

* *

*

*

IN THE PRESENTATION· OF itself .i s a rambling frame structhe Chatea.u de Mores ,.to the state ture whose exterior is in need of
Historical society by the Duke de repair. Tbe interior has been. kept
Vallombrosa North Dakota has re- in good. condition; and in the con.. celved a price- tentJ there ia material for fucln.les.s gift , which ating . study. Silverware, ·p recious .
.should be guard- china, tapestriea, bedspreads and
ed and preserved other textiles, :furniture . and fur..
as a memento of nishings are those used by the de
one· of the most Mores family during their resicolorful
periods dence there, •nd it may be that
in the state's his- one ot the baby carriages, with its
tory. The cha- quaint equipment, was occupied by
teau and its con- the present duke or his sister, the
tents belong to a two survivors ; of the family.' . It is
period of which understood that these . items go
only recollection! ~1th the building and -grounds . an~
remain, but it ·become the property of the state.
was a period of
·
stirring e v e n t s A LITTLE C A ;R P E N T ;E ~
D le1
wh~c~ , left their work ~n the exterior and a · qoat :of
.
~v
.
impress and paint will put the building in ~s
which were possible only Jn . such 8:. good condlt.i on · ~ ever. The Little
territory as Dakota was ·50 years Missouri .flows ., right past . the
.ago~
building~when it does flow--and
*.
*
at very little expense a sprinkling
MARQUIS DE MORES, THE system could be installed which ·
present duke's father, was such a would keep the grounds attractive
character
one meets occasional- during dry weather. The property
ly ,n fiction, though less often in is only a few hundred· yards off j
real life. A French aristocrat, .p os- the main highway,: and it. could be
sessed of ,boUi title and wealth, his made a wonderfully attractive
romantic spirit and love of adven- place both for tourists from a disture · led him into many of the tance and for residents of the 1
world's strange places. His dream state.
:,.
,·
.
()f a great packing plant, ·situated
*
right in the .heart of the cattle
REBUKING HIS BRETHERN
: country fafled· of practical realiza- at Philadelphia for wasting their 1
tion, not that it was merely a time on atoms and such impracdream, but that in attempting to tical things while the housing probrealize it he failed to give propev lem ls still unsolved, the critical
weight to consideratto»s such as scientist started a train of thought.
transportation .a nd · density of poP- Ma~y a .scientist who can weigh a
ulatio11, which .were important fac- star or ta~e . an atom to pieces
tors.
·
would ·be utterly lost if required to
*
plan a .house or make out a .bill . of
THE STORY OF TH .0 SE lumber for a garage. It is currentranching days in which the :fiery ly report.e d .that when Einstein unFrench marquis and the determin- dertakes t.o check the monthly gro. ed young Theodore Roosevelt came cery . bill he goes at it with logarin to contact, clas.h ed, and eompos- ithms and quadratics, and then
e.d their .differences over a cup of gets it wrong. He h~ to turn the
.' toffee, has often been told. There thing over to :M;rs. EiM.tein, !w ho
nothing in :that episoqe which· :fln4s simple ·;artth,m ~tlc :all. that. la
reflects on the- character, of eith- necessacy.
er · man. Abandoning the Medora
*
packing house. venture, the marSIR, .ISAAC NEWTON FORMU·quls returned to F'rance, still to lated a law of gravitation whose
. continue his career o·:r adventure, usefulness many of his day failed
, and to lose his life in a brush with to recognize. But today no · bridge
natives while heading an explora- ls built or water power developed
tion into northern Africa.
without careful application of New~
*
ton's law. Yet it is said that. when
. THE CHATEAU: AT MEDORA Newton wanted to provide for the
has been maintained as a museum easy passage of his pet cat and
by caretakers, and those who have kitten to and from his room he cut
visited it have foun(l it an_intense- in the door 'a large hole for the cat
ly · Interesting place. . The building and a small hole for he kitten.

*

* .*

*

as

1

* *

,* * .

~is

* . ·*

*

.

.

ELECTIO:ti
is over many persons are engaged
in the hopeless task of trying to
reconcile their favorite polls with
w h at
actually
happened.
They
might as well
give it up. The
thing simply can't
be done. Not a
single one of the
nation-wide polls
came within gunshot of b e i n g
right, and one of
the worst flops
of all was that of
the Literary Digest, whose polls
h av e heretofore
been marvels of
accuracy.

* * *

NOT ONLY HAVE THE POLLS
all been wrong, but the estimates
of trained men who traveled the
country sounding out sentiment
were equally awry. David Lawrence, who covered 40 states and
talked with political leaders and
obscure individuals in each of
them, forecast the election of Roosevelt-although his own preference was the other way-but eaw
possibility of Landon's election in
the r~turn·s from a number of the
larger states which he believed ·to
be doubtful.

*

*

*.

ARTHUR KROCK, IN HIS
column in the N~w York Timeswhich paper supported Rooseveltsaid on the morning of election:
"The extreme probability in to~ay's election is that, despite the
narrow margins by which states
of large population will give their
electors to one or the other major candidate, he who carries the
'college' will also have a substantial popular majority."
Mr. Krock thought that if the
signs held the president would
have a popular majority of from
two million upward, which he consldered highly satisfactory.

* * *.

OF THE LARGER STATES
not one was even reasonably close.
The president carried states which
nobody thought it possible for him
to carry. And the popular majority, instead <?f being from two
million upward is from nine million upward, or two or three million more than Roosevelt's sensational majority in 1932.

* * *

THE STRANGEST FAILURl!.
. all is that of the Literary Di·
gest poll. For years the Digest
has conducted nation-wide polls,
on presidential elections, on con•
~essional elections and on prohl•

bition. And in each case the poll
has indicated the forthcoming result with uncanny accuracy. The
Digest forecast accurately the land·
slide which swept Hoover into of..
flee in 1928. With equal accuracy
it forecast the landslide in the op·
posite direction which gave Roosevelt the presidency in 1932.

*

*

*

PRESUMABLY THE DIGEST
in i s 1936 poll used the ~ame methods which it had employed so suecessfully in former years, with
such improvements as e.x perien~e
sugiested. Yet from the very star.t
thi1 year Its figures · indicated a
Republican landslide which scarcely anyone believed possible, and
the election actually resulted in a
record-breaking landslide in the
opposite direction. One result of
this year's experience will be to
cast doubt on all polls, no matter
by whom taken.. It ls impossible
to · take the closest of the polls of
this year and weight it in any
reasonable manner and form it
even to approximate the result of
Tuesday's election.

* * *

BRITISH INTEREST IN MBS.
Simpson having subsided for the
moment, attention is being directed
'to the coronation, which is to be
the next major event. One of the
questions which is causing great
agitation is whether or not the
nonconformist churGhes are, fo~
the first time in history, to have
a part in the ceremonial. Bishop f
Barnes, of Birmingham, who ls
held by some of his fellow Angllcans to be little better than a
heretic, has suggested that not
only .the heads of the Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist and Congregatio al communities, but General
Bo h, of the Salvation Army, be
invited to perform some part in
the ritual. Heretofore the Church
of England has been the only one .
to take part in the ceremony since
that church was establlsh~d.

* * *

KING EDWARD IS SAID TO
favor the change, but in other
quarters the idea is vigorously opposed. Some curious denominational features exist in the British system. The king is by law
the head of the church. , B~ law
he must be a Protestant. But the
Duke of Norfolk, who heads the
commission, ts a ·Catholic, and on
the commission are such nonconformlsts as ;Ramsay MacDonald,
Sir John Slmln and David Lloyd
George. The Archbishop of Canterbury, head of the established
church, started out as a Presbyterlan, and his brother is moderator of the Presbyterian church of
Scotland.

THERE IS A REAL TREAT IN· Two of my brothers are Republlstore for us in the visit of the Cos- cans, two are Democrats. I think
• sack singers to Grand Forks for I could get my Democratic brotha concert next Friday evening. ers to vote for you if you wore a
Pers on a 11 y, I beard. The rail fence around your
should prefer to picture in the poster is very pretty.
forego several Have you any little girls?"
meals rather than
*
miss them. Rus- FOUR DAYS LATER, SHE REsian music has a ceived this answer from Lincoln:
quality al I its "My Dear Grace Bedell: Your
own. Its great re- very agreeable letter of the 15th
llgious composi- received. I regret to say I have
tions have a ma- no little girl. I have three sons,
jesty and dignity one 17 years old, one 9 and one 7.
which m a k e a Speaking of whiskers, don't you
powerful appeal, think people would call it a silly
and doubtless the affectation if I should begin wearfamiliarity of the ing whiskers?"
Russian masses
*
with the great MRS. BILLINGS RECALLED
Davies
hymns which are in an interview several years ago
used in their ceremonials is one that Lincoln, while going through
feature which has made it dlffl- Westfield in February after his
cult for the Soviet authorities to election, left the train and on meeteradicate the spirit of worship ing her said, "Gracies, look at my
from the Russian people.
whiskers, I have been growing
* *
them for you," whereupon he kissRUSSIAN FOLK Lo.RE, TOO, ed her. She never saf him again.
has found liberal expren· on 1n· the Mrs. Billings still had the letter
familiar songs of the people. In at her death.
the Russian folk songs are repre* * *
sented the games and humor of
THE OUT-OF-TOWN MOTORthe people, incidents of courtship 1st who · violates a New York
and of the market place and the traffic regulation and is caught at
beauty w h i c h the c om m o n It may escape without being given
people find in the common manl- a ticket. He may be forgiven, confestatlons of nature. More than descendingly as a barbarian who
most other peoples the Russians couldn't be expected to know any
have expressed the varied phases better. But here's what a salesof their national life in song.
man who covers New York city
* * *
and vicinity has to say about it:
RUSSIAN MUSIC HAS BEEN
*
brought to America by some fine
"DUE TO THE FACT THAT
Russian singers, and of these traffic lights in New York are
groups one of the finest is the Cos- placed in thirteen different posisack chorus which Is being brought tions, It is extremely difficult for
here by the University Madrigal a motorist in a strange district to
club. These singers come from a know where the lights, if any, are
district In Russia famed for the located. Also on some avenues one
warlike achievement of Its men, has to stop at the first lntersecfor their superb horsemanship and tlon on a red light, while on 0ththeir love of song. Reared In a ers one drives right up to the red
musical environment, they have light. How ls any one to know
been selected and trained until caP- all these things? Northern Bouleable critics have pronounced them vard, Queens, Is a typlc11,l examamong the best exponents of the pie. At some corners you turn left
music of their people, a verdict on green lights, at others you turn ,
which has been approved by great left on the red light. Also at a ,
audiences all over the United few side streets there are tiny
States. Grand Forks Is fortunate notices announcing that you do not I
in being able to secure these sing- have to stop for traffic lights.
ers for a concert.
Some traffic policemen bawl you
* * *
out if you turn left 1n front of ,
UNTIL AFTER HIS ELECTION them. Others insist on your turnas president Abraham
Lincoln Ing left In front of them. In some
was smooth-shaven.
The story localities the traffic lights are
has often been told that it was at placed at the corners of unfinished
the suggestion of a little girl that side streets, while in some crowded .
he began to wear the beard which localities such as Corona one need3
appears in all his later portraits. a telescope to see the next light,
Mrs. Grace Bedell Billings, who although one is supposed to stop
as an 11-year-old girl, was reputed at the first side street.
to have induced Lincoln to wear
* *
a beard, died last week at Del"WHEN YOU CROSS THE
phos, Kansas, at the age of 88.
borders of Connecticut or New
* * *
Jersey you find an entirely new
DURING THE ELECTION set of traffic lights and laws. The
campaign of 1860, Mrs. Bllllngs, whole thing is so confusing that
w90 was living in Westfield, N. Y., the conscientious motorist eventunoticed some election poster por- ally decides that he cannot pos- 1
traits of Lincoln, and scrawled this sibly avoid breaking the law and
lett.er to the presidential nomiftee: takes the happy-go-lucky attitude
Dear Mr. Lincoln: I think you of getting away with whatever he
would look better with whl11kers. can."

*

*

* *

*

*

*
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I
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AUDUBON SOCIETIES HAVE· small proport on of highway acelbeen enlist'e d ·tn ' a mov:enient .for dents are attributable to poor road
.
.
conditions. A very large proportion
the protection of the , bald eagle. of the casualties are where the
This bird, chosen as the official road 1 good and the vl1ibtllty per•
emblem of the feet.
·
United States, is
* *
becoming rare,
CARL A. BERG, ()F MINOT,
and unless some- ha included himself In the already
thing is done to large number of those· who have
preserve the ape- undertaken the herculean task of
ctes it ls likel reforming the· English alphabet.
oon to becom Like most others who have labored
ex t I n c t. While in that field he has adopted as the
the eagle la .dis- basis of his retorm the phonetic
tinctly a bird of system. In his little pamphlet "Sc-1prey, and while ~t enttf ic Spelllng Formula," he lays
nllmbers among down the :following principles:
its victims many
Standardize one invariable letter
of the g a m e to write each sound and its variblrds, naturalists ants.
say that its deD o u b 1 e consonants following
structiveness has short vowels in words of one sylbeen greatly exaggerated. It · · is !able. ·
· ·
poin~ed out, also, that the danger
Suppress all silent and superfluof attack from birds of prey 'has ous letters.
been an important factor in de* * *
veloping in game birds the speed
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
of flight -and abllity to find cover his system Mr. Berg finds our
that makes hunting them re present alphabet of 26 letters sufsport. In the struggle for existence flclent to comply with the . condf.;.
the weaker and less swift and re- tlons which he lays down, new
sou:rceful of the g&Dle birde have values being given to s~veral of the
been destroyed, leaving tbe species letters. In most of the phonetic
to be continued by its stronger and systems formerly· proposed several
swifter members, whose ·progeny new characters have been added.
Inherit th• cliaracterlstlc1 of their
* * *
ancestor• Obviously there would
THAT OUR PRESENT SYSbe little sport In hunting prairie tem of . spelling is complicated and
chickens if they were as tame as illogical Is . indisputable. Innumer.:
barnyar4 fowl~
able syEStems far superior to it
* * *
have . been devised and advocated.
DISCUSSING THE RELATION But about all that has been· accomof highway conditions to motor ac- pllshed thus .far is the ~implificacidents one writer 'says: ·.
tion of the spelling of a few words.
"One need not be a road engineer Years ago a commission of learned
to realbe that -roads built original- men proposed for early li,doption a
ly for a nation of eight or·· ten mil- list of 300 simplified spellings.
lion cars going 20 to 40 miles an Theodore · Roosevelt, then presihour are not suited to a nation of dent~ gave the amended list his en25 million cars rushtng over the -thusiastic approval, and in order
highways at 50 and 80 miles an that the new forms should · have
hour.''
.
t~e prestige
official indo'r se*
ment, he order
them used in all
ALL 0-F WlllCH IS QUITE tate papers. Bu ot even· the digtrue. But It 11 to be remembered nlty of his hilh ·office and . the
that if It had not be~n for the im..; p
aclty of his character could
proveinent in roads there would overcome the .lne,rtla of mllltons
not have been ao many cara In 1V o had .b,en drilled in the oldu e, nor would they be gotna- so fashioned A, B, C'a, and Teddy
fut. It 11 true, turther, that:.. only a quietly abandoned ,the c,rusade.

*
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* *
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his time cheese had been made
only on the farms, and the product
was most uneven in quality and in
rather special interest, I hav read its production in small quantities
with sympathetic attention an art- there was much waste motion.
·
i c 1 e describing
*
t h e perplexing WILLIAMS STARTED THE
s i t u a t i o n i n practice of collecting sweet milk
which th e na- from the farms and manufacturing
tion's funeral di- cheese in a central plant. He inrectors find them- vented cheesemaking machinery
s e 1 v es. In the which he did not patent but gave
first 20 years of to posterity. He established factorthe century the ies in, other places and trained
undertaking pro- cheesemakers to operate them. He
fession was mark- may fairly be considered the founded by an expan- er of the cheese industry in Amersion · which, sta- ica and earned the recognition
tistically, would which is now being given his membe regarded as ory.
exceedingly gra*
tifying. In the
MOST OF US IN WHEATDavies
United States the growing territory are familiar with
number of undertaking establish- the campaign for the eradication
ments increased 51 per cent.
of the common barberry which has
*
been carried on for some years by
UNFORTUNATELY,
DURING the federal government. It has
the same period the number of been ascertained that the barberry
deaths per annum increased only 3 is the most important, if not the
pe'r cent. It is assumed that the only plant on which in northern
quoted ratios of increase since latitudes the spores of stem rust
1920 have been continued on ap- are carried over winter, to blight
proximately the same 'basis. The re- growing grain the next summer,
sult is that the number of under- and the eradication of the barbertakers has almost doubled while ry has checked materially the ravthere has been only a slight in- ages of rust.
crease in the demand for their
* * *
services. These facts are cited to THE RELATION OF THE BARexplain the increasing cost of fu- berry to rust has been established
nerals, If fewer people die, the av- scientifically only within the past
erage cost of funerals must be in- few years, but as early as 1660 a
creased if the undertakers are to law was passed in France for barmake a living.
berry control because of the injur* * *
ious influence of the barbery on
QUESTION: ARE THOSE OF crops. The oldest legislation on the
us who have reached mature subject In this country, passed by
years justified in using all the the Connecticut legislature in 1726,
means at our command to post- said "the abounding of barberry
pone the time of our departure bushes is thought to be very hurtwhen by so doing we are increas- ful ... they do occasion, or at least
ing the difficulties of a necessary increase, the blasts on all sorts of
and honorable profession? That English grain."
question seems to merit the at* * *
tention of patriotic and publicNEITHER IN FRANCE NOR
spirited persons, especially those in Connecticut was the nature of
who are well along in years.
rust or the method of its propaga*
tion understood. But as in so many
NOBODY KNOWS WHEN OR other cases, those living hundreds
where cheese was first made, for of years ago arrived experimentalpastoral peoples in all parts of the ly and by rule of thumb at metworld have prepared food from the hose whose soundness has since
curdled milk of domestic animals been demonstrated by exact sclenfrom the beginning of recorded tific investigation.
history. The milk of cows, goats,
* * *
sheep, asses, mares and camels
WIDESPREAD RUST DAMAGE
has been used for this purpose. But in occasional years despite the eruntil quite recent tTmes the mak- adication of the barberry casts no
ing of cheese was a family ind us- doubt . on the relation of the bartry. Factory cheese-making in the berry to the pest. In addition to beUnited States is less than a century ing carried over winter locafly on
old.
the barberry, rust spores mature I
*
without that aid in the warmer cliNEAR ROME, NEW YORK, mate of our southern states and
there has just been dedicated a Mexico and are brought north by
monument to the memory of Jesse persistent south winds. That conWilliams, who started the first dition existed in 1935, when for two
American chees e factory in 1851. or three weeks the wind blew alThe monument Elands on the site most constantly from the south,
of the house occupied -by Williams while conditions of temperature
and in which his first factory op- and humidity were ideal for the
erations were conducted. Before propagation of rust.

* *

*

* *

* *

*

*

*

AUTOMOBILE TOURISTS ARE interest rate, and sometimes by
likely to watch with keen interest means of commissions and service
charges much higher rates were
the movement toward the decen- collected. Such high rates were due
tralizatlon of the oil distributing in part to the uncertainty which
industry which surrounded the settlement of a new
is the answer country. The lender had to take
Pro Po s e d b Y into account the risk which he ran
some of the big of losing both principal and interoil companies to est, But in Egypt 2,000 years ago,
the program of without the hazard of new settlechain-store taxa- ment, for the population had been
tion which has stable for centuries, the borrower
g a i n e d s o m e sometimes paid as high as 100 per
headway. Me a- cent interest on his loan.
sures for the taxation of ch a inAN EGYPTIAN PROMISSORY
stores at higher note dated 108 B.C. now on file in
rates than are the Field museum in Chicago, proapplied to indivi- vided for the repayment of a loan
du a 1 establish- with interest at 100 per cent. The
ments have us- hieroglyphics which have recently
Davies
ually been aim- been deciphered contain all the
ed at chain groceries and general conditions of the compact. Stated
r,.etail establishments,
including in modern English terms the note
the several varieties of "five-and- would read as follows:
ten" stores. But as many of the
"I, the peasant-slave Ensnaklarge oil companies operate their homneu, belonging to the Zemi
own filling stations, they also come cemetery, have borrowed from the
within the provisions of such laws, woman Nekhutes 221h artabas of
and because of the large number wheat. I promise to repay this
of their branches the tax rates fall loan with 100 per cent interest,
heavily on them.
making the total due 45 artabas of
* *
wheat. Further, I promise to repay
TO MEET THIS SITUATION this loan with good, unadulterated,
some of the large companies are chaffless seed-wheat, measured by
taking steps to divest themselves the same standard as was made in
entirely of retail functions by sell- making me this loan; and I further
ing or leasing their local stations promise to deliver the said wheat
to operators who will conduct them to the house of the woman Nebas
independent
establishments. hutes in the Zemi cemetery with- 1
One result which some observers out transportation charges, by the
foresee is a series of local gasoline last day of the ninth month of the r
price wars which may lead to ab- year 9 with no extensions of time
normally low prices in certain co.m- to be gronted."
munities at certain times, for
which compensation will be sought
THE PROVISION FOR DEin equally high prices when the livery of wheat of a certain grade,
cut-throat competition is over. If measured by the same standard as
this expectation is realized the was used in Its delivery, is sugtourist will be left in a state of gestive of the gold clause in ceruncertainty as to whether the price tain modern documents in which
which he must pay for a tankful of there is promised the delivery of
gas at the next town will be too gold of a designated weight and
high or too low.
fineness. There is nothing to show
that Fhe debtor was relieved of a
THERE ALSO ARISES THE part of his obligation by having the '
question as to how well the stan- size of the bushel measure cut
dards of service which have been down 40 per cent. The document
set by the major companies will be continues :
maintained under separate management. The tourist public has
"FURTHER, WHATEVER I DO
come to expect from the local oil not repay in wheat by the aforestation more than gas and oil. He said date I will repay within the
knows that under the sign of one following month at the rate of
of the companies with which he is sixty pieces of silver per artaba.
familiar he is assured of prompt Further, as long as this note is in
and courteous service, clean sur- rekhutes's possession I cannot
roundings and the ready making of claim, unless I can show a receipt,
minor adjustments. All of that to have made full or. partial payhas been developed under capable ment. Further, everything that I
centralized direction. If decentra- now possess or shall acquire is
lization yields equally good results herewith pledged to Nekhutes unall will be well, but the trend will ti! I shall have discharged my debt
be watched pretty closely. Under in full. Further, if Nekhutes brings
modern conditions of travel it is suit against me for failing to meet
usually not difficult to avoid an en- my obligation, I admit additional
tire state in which things are not liability for any damages. Further,
done to the liking of the tourist.
the agent of Nekhutes is hereby
*
authorized to deal with me and I
IN THE EARLY DAYS OF promise to follow his instructions
settlement in the prairie states 10 at all time promptly and unreor 12 per cent was a very ordinary servedly."

* * *

*

* * *

*

* *

* * *

* *

TO A VAST MULTITUDE THE
death of Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink means the departure
of a dear friend, and that feeling
will be shared by
a great number
who never had
the privilege of
seeing the great
singer in person,
but who felt that
they had come to
know · her intimately as they
heard her friendly motherly conversation o v e r
the radio. In a
most remarkable
way she had the
Davi 88
power of coloring whatever she
did with · the richness of her own
personality. It was a rare privilege
to see and hear her in person, but
even through the ether and across
continents and oceans her strong
individuality made itself felt.

I

*

*

*

SClIUMANN - HEINK WAS NO

stranger to Grand Forks, and her
appearances here will be remembered as among the great events
with which our music-lovers have
been favored. She came to Grand
Forks while her voice still retained the magic qualities which had
made her loved and famous, and
her audiences were made to feel
not only the brilliance of her artistry but the warmth of her character.

* * *

HERS HAD BEEN AN EVENT-

but that feeling is scarcely more
than momentary. There is recalled
rather the happiness of assQciation, the richness and fullness of
the life now closed, and the incalculable value of the contribution
which she made to human happiness.

*

*

*

MRS. L. ROY PICKARD OF NI-

agara, wishes to learn the authorship of the following poem · and
something about the circumstances
under which it was written: ·

*

*

*

GENTLENESS.

When would-be conquerors complain
In loud, imperious shout,
I think how gently calls the rain
That brings the flowers out;
How quietly the deepening dark
Bids countless fireflies light their
spark.
Oh, may I tune my voice and know
This power of God with me,
That hearts may burn with lovelier glow
Who keep me company,
While David's words are mine to
state:
"Thy gentleness hath made me
great.

* * *

THIS POEM HAS APPEALED
to Mrs. Pickard as peculiarly appropriate in these hectic times
when little thought seems to be
glven to the persuasive power of
gentleness~ Can any reader supply
the desired information?

* A FAMDURING *THE* WAR

ous baritone was singing to a
crowded house in London. Quietly
the audience began to melt away,
and the singer, feeling that he had
failed to impress his hearers, threw
himself into his song wltb all his
power. Still, llttle groups left the
room until the place was almost
deserted. After the number · the
singer sat in t-he · wings, dejected,
with his head in his hands. A'
friend uked hlm what was the
matter. "Such a failure!'' · was the
doleful response. "Why," said the
friend, "don't you know that an air
raid is on and the people left for
their cellars?'' The singer had. been
* * *
so ·intent on his song that he had
T E DEPARTURE OF SUCH not heard the bombs bursting and
a friend brings its pang of sorrow, the anti-aircraft guns replying.

ful life, marked by struggle, privation, superb triumph, tragic dlsappoint~ent and profound sorrow.
Through those varied experiences
she remained the exemplar of artistic devotion and courageous,
warm-hearted wqnianhood. Her humor was as u quenchable as her
love of song, and it is recalled that
in a little radio talk about a year
ago, referring to her own persistence in singing when her voice
was no longer equal to the demands made on it, she said ~'I shall
keep on singing as long as I can,
and when I can't sing any longer
I'll yodel.''

ON MONDAY EVENING THE .v dual. Each man waa brilllant tn
Dakota Playmakers will present bis own field. But without the other neither reached the highest al"Tbe Cuckoo's Nest," the first of titu 4e of genius.
the series of plays to be given by
*
the players of
YET GILBERT WAS VERY
the University of much a person in his own right.
North Dakota. Years before his collaboration with
The plays given Sullivan began he had given free
by this organiza- rein in his "Bab Ballads" to his
tlon a.re always wit, his whimsicality, his irreverpleasing features ence and his verbal facility and
in the winter's had presented in embryo many of
e n t er t ainment, the ideas and many of the charactand have con- erizations which were later in extributed much to panded form to serve as vehicles
the cultural life for some of the merriest nonsenses
of the communi- ever written.
ty. The organizati on, however,
IN HIS VERSE THERE APd o e s not exist pears
curious coi:!tradlction. All
merely for the of lt conveys the impression of
.
purpose of pro- careless spontanlety. The words
viding a. few evenings' entertain- seem to have fallen by themselves
ment for the public. It serves as a into rhythmical measures, and one
means of useful training for a can almost imagine the writer's
large number of our college stu- pen moving by itself to record Sir
dents, and it is making an import- Joseph's lyrical biography or Genant contribution to the develop- eral Stanley's conception of the
ment of dramatic appreciation ideal qualities of the British mawhich ls in progress throughout jor general. Yet instead of being
the country.
automatic, Gilbert's verse was the
product of infinite care in which
THE HISTORY OF THE DRA- the value of every word was carema is a variegated one. The dra- fully weighed and measured. Few
ma in the early days played a large writers have been as painstaking.
part ln religious ceremonials. It
*
became primarily an agency for
GILBERT WAS HIS OWN
amusement. It was banned from stage director, and he was as exrespectable society. It took its acting in stage management as ln
place as an important cultural the choice of words. Every person
agency. And it has had to struggle on the stage, every property, had
for existence against competition to flt exactly into the picture
which threatened to extinguish it. which he bad ln his mind, and evIt has become now a recognized ery gesture was made to serve the
part of college work, and because precise purpose of accentuating the
of the interest which colleges are passage which it illustrated. l\/Iany
taking in it there is excellent other rollicking comedies have
prospect for its revival on a basis been written, to have their run
which will establish it permanent- and "disappear. Perhaps the lnflnly. The Dakota Playmakers are ite care which Gilbert bestowed on
doing their part ln this worthy his work helps to explain Its durwork, and they need the co-opera- ability.
tion of the public.
*
LIKE GILBERT,
DICKENS
TWO CENTENARIES WERE contributed to the world's amusecelebrated last week, one, that of ment. l\/Iuch of his work is just
the birth of Sir William S. Gilbert, good clean fun. But unlike Gilbert,
and the other that of the publica- Dickens was a crusader. Gilbert
tion of the "Pickwick Papers". In ridiculed follies and absurdities to
recognition of the first there has provoke laughter. Dickens used his
been a revival of the Gilbert and pen as a scalpel in order to remove
Sullivan operas, and on account of malignant growths. His w or k
the other many lovers of Dickens brought the British public face to
have doubtless been reading again face with the abuses of its school
books that have been unopened system and its debtors' prisons in
again and have found themselves some such way as "Uncle Tom's
1 reveling again in the characteriza- Cabin" placed the slave system betions whose lines, though blurred, fore the American public, and in a
have never been effaced from their very real way he gave impetus to
minds.
~ovements for reform.

I
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TO THE GENERAL
Gilbert has been and wlll remain
an Incomplete personality. Mention
of liis name alone is likely to bring
forth "Gilbert? What Gilbert? Oh,
yes, Gilbert of Gilbert and sumvan." The other name is necessary
to eatabllsh identity. This, also, is
true of Sulllvan, who ls scarcely
ever regarded as a separate indl-

*

* *

* *

.

*
IN HIS "AMERICAN
NOTES"
l)Jckens permitted himself to be
crude and -.uperflcial, and his comments gave great offense in the
United States. But it can be said
for him tha.,t he was equally unsparing in puncturing pompoeity
and scoring bigotry wherever he
found those qualities exhibited tn
his own countrymen.
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WIND FROM THE SOUTHwest blew so long and so hard last
week that it raised the water level
at the eastern end of Lake Erie
two feet.
The
flow in the Niagara river was
increased correspondingly, as was
the flow over the
falls.
Thus it
may be said
quite accurately
that
the wind
blew Lake Erie
over the falls. A
picture of the viclnity of the falls
just p u b I i shed
shows a scene of
great beauty. At
Davies
the falls great
clouds of spray are continually being thrown into the air. A recent
1 cold snap froze the spray whereever it fell, and the picture shows
all the trees and shrubbery in the
neighborhood encased in glistening
ice.

' ONE PERSON WHO DERIVed great pleasures from the observance of the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Sir William S. Gilbert, though she was
unable to participate in the ceremonies, was the playwright's widow, who, ill and bedridden at the
age of 89, enjoyed the reading of
accounts of the celebration by her
daughter, who sat at her bedside.
Lady Gilbert still lives in the
home where she and her husband
spent many years together, and
where Gilbert wrote several of his
later operas.

* * *

ONE OF THE TREASURES IN
the mansion is a model of H. M. S.
Pinafore which Gilbert used in designing the stage setting for the
opera. The midget ship is an exact copy of Nelson's "Victory,''
from whose quarter-deck Nelson
directed his fleet at Trafalgar. F.o r
his opera Gilbert had constructed
an exact replica of the old flagship, rope for rope and spar for
spar. Another memento is the bell
* * *
from the Tower of London which
THAT MATTER OF WATER was tolled in t~e first performance
of "Yeo'm en of the Guard."
levels is an interesting one, not
* * *
alone to 'those who must obtain
M R S. C HA S. S. F E E, 712
t heir supply of wa t er f rom th e Chestnut St. has sent ,for my ingreat underground reservoirs, but spection a handbill printed in 1885,
to those whose work is in the en- advertising a holiday sale of goods
gineering field. Altitudes are cal- by P. E. Sandager, of the Chiculated in terms of height above cago store, Grafton. In addition
or distance below sea level, but to the typography o( the bill, and
everyone knows that the sea is not the long announcement on the renevel. Aside from the irregularity verse side in Spencerian script, rein its surface due to waves and produced by some form of memotides the wind plays an important graphing, the list of prices is inpart in the situation. If the wind teresting. It includes the followcan pile up the water at the end ing:
of an inland lake two feet , above
*
its normal level, what mt:st be the, FORTY YARDS GOOD CALICO, ·
effect of the st~rms which :weep $1.00; best ginghams 8 cents; all
t~ousands of miles of ocean· Ob- wool red flannel shorts 25 cents:
v1ously vast masses . of w~ter must fine hand-worked b u t t o n h o I t
thus be moved from shore to sh~re. ladies' kid button shoes . $1.25:
*
men's good boots $2.00; wool felt
IN ANSWER TO AN INQUIRY boots $1.00; German tufted socks
as to actual normal ocean levels $1.40; common long red. German
are ascertained an engineer told socks $1.00; buffalo coats $15.00;
me that at important ports such a good wearing and ,warm men's
as New York, and in others all overcoat $2.50; a black good worst- d
over the world, measurments of ed suit for only $6.00; a black t
water levels are made and record- worsted ladles' .cloak $6.00.
ed hourly year after year, and
* ·
from the volume of data thus asIN ADDITION TO QUOTING
sembled the observers are able to these prices Mr. Sandager offered
tell what local changes in ocean to give with each $1"0 purchase a
levels are due to the regular move- handsome picture album and to
ment of the tides and what others each purchaser of a good suit or
to such occasional influences as overcoat a silver watch worth
winds, tidal waves and so forth.
$12.00.
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IN SPITE OF ALL THAT CAN
be said to the contrary people will
persist in trying•to change the climate. Thus Morris L. Cooke, who
as head of several government
bureaus, is organizing w o r k
for the readjustment of matters
in the drouth districts, was quoted thus in Minneapolis the other day:
"We know the
farmers who are
trying to e'ke out
a living on land
that patently is
unfitted for agriDaviea
culture are going
to find it hard to leave, but the
only way of halting the recurring
drouth is to return that land to
grazing."

came in abundance, to be followed
by periods of comparative drouth.

*

* *

IN" AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
at the North Dakota constitutional
convention In 1889 and which has
often been quoted, Major Powell
spoke of the conditions which he
recognized and described them ac~
curately. Even at that time he
understood facts to which many
still close their eyes, He said:

* *

* TO YOURSELVES
"YOU HUG
the delusion that the climate is
changing. This question is four
thousand years old. Nothing that
man can do will change the climate. A long succession of years will
give you the same amount of rainfall that any other succession of
the same length will give you. The
settlement of the country, the cultivation of trees, the builalng of
railroads-all these matters will
have no influence upon your climate.
You may as well not look
* COOKE
*
PERHAPS* MR.
DID for any improvement in this direcnot mean just that, but as the tion."
statement stands it means just one
* * * WHO WAS
thing, namely, that drouth on the
MAJOR POWELL,
western plains is due to the break- director of the United States geoling up of the sod, and that rain- ogical survey, understood the prinfall in those regions will be in- ciples of climate better than he
creased by restoring the original seems to have understood the topsod conditions. That belief has ography of North Dakota, for he
been entertained by multitudes of recommended that the inhabitants
people, and it is still entertained of the western third of the state
by many, but there is nothing in go into irrigation in a large way,
the experience of thousands of and the implication in his address
years to justify it, nor is there a ls that by means of irrigation it
scientific man of standing who would be possible to provide sufficient water for all the western
shares it.
section of the state to make that
DROUTH *
IS NO NEW THING. region independent of rainfall.
Almost every country has experi* MAJOR
* * POWELL
enced it periodically, and necessarPROBABLY
ily its effects are most ,ieverely would not entertain that opinion if
felt in areas where the normal he were living today, for much has
rainfall is scant. There was drouth been learned since his time of land
in the Dakotas before the first sod contours, stream flow and numerwas turned on the prairie and be- ous other factors affecting the
fore over-grazing has stripped the feasibility of irrigation. He would
western ranges of their covering. understand now that it is only to
Some of the military expeditions a small proportion of our western
which traversed the territory in lands that water can be brought
the sixties found the plains parch- artificially without prohibitive ex- s
ed and former lakes and ponds pense, and that even if the cost of
were mere beds of alkali. The only the necessary works were not pro- t
water to be found in the rivers hibitive, not even all the water of
· was what little remained in occa- the mighty Missouri would suffice
sional pools. Wagon trains, crawl- for the purpose.
ing a few miles a day, moved in
* * EXCEPT
*
IRRIGATION,
FOR
stifllng clouds of dust.
occasional small areas, may be
*
THESE FACTS HAVE
BEEN dismissed from consideration. Probreported time and again in official ably some lands now occupied must
records and in the private corre- be abandoned as to general agrispondence of members of those ex- culture. Some~ing can be done to
peditiom1. Agriculture had not been overcome the effects of occasional
attempted. There had been no graz- drouths by modification of agriculing except by wild animals. In no tural methods. But when Mr. Cooke
way whatever had man interfered tells people that they can "halt rewith the climate, yet the rains had curring drouth" by any device
failed and the country had dried whatever he holds out the pr0spect
up. Such conditions followed years of an impossibility. It ts better to
of plentiful rain, and again rain face the facts as they are.

* *

I

* *

ANYONE WHO WISHES TO
go over Niagara Falls in a barrel
should sneak up on the falls when
no one is looking, otherwise he
is likely to be
arrested. The authorities on both
sides of the river
have set their'
faces a g a i n s t
such stunts. Re·
cently the Niagara Falls,
N. Y. Chamber
of Commerce received a letter
· from an Indian
who d e s c r ibed
himself as having "more nerve
than a n y O n e,"
Davies
asking where or
from whom he might get a reward
for going over the falls. He was
· given this reply:

*

*

*

"SINCE IT IS AGAINST THE
law to perform any stunts with the
falls ai a background, all I can say
is I am uorry, but I can give you no
information on the matter."

*

*

*

*

*

*

A C T UAL L ~ I T APPEARS
that there is nQ law which specifically forbids the performance
of stunts at the falls, but the au..
thorities on the American and
Canadian sides of the river have
entered into a gentlemen's agreement on the matter, and when a
would-be stunter appears he is taken in charge under the disorderly
conduct law, which can be stretch..
ed conveniently to cover a multitude of sins.

A.~ 0 THE R STUNTER WAS
Bobby Leach, who became more
famous for the manner of his
death than for the trip over the I
falls. After going through the rapids and leaping from the bridge
to warm up he went over the falls
safely, to die a few years later
from injuries sustained in slipping
on a banana peel in Australia.

*

*

*

*

*

*

THE BEST KNOWN OF ALL
the 'falls performers, of course, was
Blondin, whose performance · was
of a different type, as he was a
tight-rope walker. In 1859 he
crossed the gorge just below the 1
falls on a rope stretched 160 feet
above the · water. He performed
that feat several times, with numerous variations, blindfold, in a
sack, carrying a man on his back,
trundling a wheelbarrow, on stilts, .
and sitting down midway while he ·
cooked and ate an oiµelet. I have ·
often wondered what were the sensations of the man on Blondin's
back when they were about half
way across.
·
BLONDIN WAS NOTED NOT
only for his skill but for his grace- I
fu.l movements in midair. His Niagara feats were .b efore my time,
but in my boyhood they were still
the subject of . conversation, and
on trips to Niagara a few years
later we were shown the exact spot ·
where Blondin's rope was anchored.
* * *
BLONDIN WAS FRENCH, AND
his real name was Jean Francois
Gravelet. He began his training in
acrobatics at . the age of five, and
in six months was a skilled per- former. He gave exhibitions all
over the world, retired, and then
resumed bis work. In ,1896, at the
age of 72, he gave his final perf ormance at Belfast. He died a year
later, having maintained through a
long life a degree of skill and
power of co-ordination which has
probably never been equaled.

OF ALL THE INSANE, POINTless stunts that ever were concelved, going over the falls in a bar.
rel is about , the limit. It · requires
neither strength, ability, grace nor
· skill. Any idot can get into a barrel and that's all there is to \t, so
far as the performer ls concerned.
Headed up and cast adrift, the rest
of it, so far as he· is concerned, is
* * *
pure luck. Whether · he ·shall .come
THE INFLUENCE OF HEIGHT
through safely or be dashed to on individuals varies greatly. Few t
pieces is entirely beyond his con- persons ,can walk a rope at any
trol.
height. That involves a problem
r
* *· *
balancing. But many are affected
FIVE PERSONS HAVE GONE by height where the question of
over the Horshoe falls in barrels, balancing does not enter. An ex·and three of them have lived to tell perienced workman walked indifa.bout it. The first . of these adven- ferently along a narrow plank high
turers .was a woman, a Mrs. Annie on the skeleton framework of a
Edson Taylor of . Bay City, Michl· building. A friend marveled at his
_gan. Her feat was accomplished ·in skill. "Skill nothing!" said the .
October, 1901. The last person t workman. "You could walk that
undertake the stunt was one plank if it were · lying on the
George Statahakls of Buffalo. In ground, couldn't you?" "Of ,
1930 he went over the falls alive course.'' "Well, isn't the plank just
but was suffocated before ·his bar- as wide when it'• forty feet ~ the
rel could be taken from the river. air?"

of

RE-1 bepublic
found in the thanks of the rethey died to save. I pray

USUALLY IT IS ONLY
motely that Civil war episodes are
associated with the ThanksgiviLg
although it was President
Lincoln who actually established
Thanksgiving as
a national festival. A day of
thanksgiving was
observed by the
Pilgrims of Plymouth colony,
and from time to
time governors
of several states
set apart such
days, out there
was no uniformity in the practice. Washington
Davies
procl:i.imed t w o
TJ;lanksgiving days, but it was
many years before the practice was
resumed by the national executive.

* *

*

HALE, ED IT O R OF
Godey's Ladies' Book, the most
MRS.

popular social and fashion periodical of its time in this country,
worked for some 30 years for a nr,tional Thanksgiving day, and late
in the Civil war President Lincoln
issued a Thanksgiving proclamation, designating the last Thursday
in November as a suitable day to
be observed. President Johnson
I changed the date to a September
Thursday, but since bis time the
last Thursday in November has
been observed regularly as Thanksgiving day, and each president has
issued appropriate proclamations
urglng observance of the day.

* * *

BUT IT WAS AL S O ON
Thanksgiving day that President
Lincoln's famous letter to Mrs.
Bixby on the death of her five sons
was delivered to her, Lincoln had
heard that the widow's five sons
bad lost their lives as soldiers in
the army ot the republic, and,
moved by the spirit of sympathy
which so strongly characterized
him, he wrote to her the letter
whose spirit and diction have made
it a classic. A facsimile of the latter, in Lincoln's clear, small, regular penmanship, is being circulated. Its text follows:
Executive Mansion,
Washington, Nov. 21, 1864.
"To Mrs. Bixby,
Boston, Mass.
"Dear Madam:
"I have been shown in the files
of the War Department a statement of t!le Adjutant General of
Massachusetts that you are the
mother of five sons who have died
gloriously on the field of battle. I
feel how weak and fruitleu must
be any word of mine which should
attempt to beguile you from the
grief of a loss so overwhelming.
But I cannot refrain from tender·
ing you the consolation that may

I

that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of your bereavement, anc! leave you only the cherlshed memory of the loved a~d
lost, and the solemn pride that
must be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice upon the altar of
freedom.
Yours very sincerely and
respectfully,
A. LINCOLN".

* *

*

WHILE THERE IS NOT LIKEly to be much transplanting of
cactus plants in this territory for
some months, here are some suggestions from "The House Beauti- i
ful" which the interested gardener
may file away for later use:

* * *

"EXCEPT FOR THE BLOOMing period of the cactus plants,
which usually commences in March
and lasts through .June, these favorite house plants should be allowed to stay almost entirely dry.
They should never be crowded into a c!isb garden, for they need
open soil around them. Nor will
they thrive in garden earth, which
dries hard and does not allow the
air to reach them. For the plants
themselves it is best to send directly to their native haunts in order
that they may 1:5e fresh and
healthy, or to some grower who
knows the secrets of the matter.
Put a few lumps of charcoal in the
bottom of the container, and mix a
tablespoonful of old plaster in the
potting soil. Lacking plaster use
unslaked lime. Soak the newly acquired cactus in warm water for
an hour, trim the roots ,short to
encourage new ones, and plant
them in the sand, holding the little
top-heavy things in place with a
stone or two. Water sparingly for
a few days, then pass them by."

* * *

US UAL L Y WE ASSOCIATE
the cactus with southern desert
areas, and it is there, of course,
that many of the varieties grow
with greatest luxuriance. But the
cactus is also a native of the
northern plains, where there are
species which live over winter
through sub-zero temperatures. In
North Dakota these plants grow
chiefly in the western part of the
state, though several species are
found as far eut as the .James
river.

* *

*
ON ANOTHER
OCCASION I
have mentioned the cactus bed at
the DeRemer home in Riverside
park. The plants In that bed were
collected near Bismarck and Wil·
liston. The bed where they are
planted is at the crest of a steep
bank where water never stands,
and the plants have never been artificially watered or protected In
winter. They have grown to immense size and blossom profusely.

